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Example #2 of a Progress Note: Is this good documentation? 

Date of service 
Childs 
Name/DOB 
Service Provider 
Name and 
Service: 
Start Time and 
Duration/ or End 
Time 
Method and 
Location 
Current Status; 
Changes since 
last visit 

IFSP Outcomes 

worked on 

Activities with 
caregiver to 
address 
outcomes (must 
include return 
demonstration) 

Progress toward 
outcome 
addressed 
Staff 
Signature/Title 

Parent/Caregiver 
Signature 

11/01/2014 
Riley 

Brianna Fantana 

11 :00 am 60 minutes 
or 

11 :00 am to 12:00 pm 
Individual/ Home 

07/01/2012 

Speech Therapy 

SLP arrived at Riley's home. Riley, Mom (Adelia) are present. Riley 
was playing on the floor with trucks. SLP asked Adelia how her 
week was and how her last trip to the grocery store went. Adelia 
reported using the picture exchange system but Riley only 
remained interested in the cards for about 5-10 minutes before he 
tried to run. 
Riley will be able to go to the grocery store without running away or 
displaying tantrums with use of the picture exchange system. 
SLP and mom brainstormed regarding the cards Riley found most 
interesting and areas of the grocery store Riley seemed to enjoy 
most. Adelia reports Riley enjoyed the toy section and the lobsters 
in the seafood department. SLP, Adelia and Riley made additional 
picture exchange cards to foster increased compliance and ease 
with transitions around the grocery store. Cards were made using 
index cards and magazines cutouts found in the home. SLP 
instructed Adelia in the use of the cards and suggested use of a 
timer on Adelia's cell phone as a preparatory strategy technique. 
Adelia practiced using the newly made picture cards and cell phone 
timer to encourage Riley. SLP provided feedback and Adelia and 
Riley practiced these techniques again. SLP recommends to Adelia 
to practice these techniques in the upcoming week prior to her next 
trip to the grocery store with Riley. SLP will meet Adelia and Riley at 
the grocery store for the next weeks scheduled SLP visit. 
Riley was receptive to the activity and participated well in choosing 
the pictures for the cards. He was able to follow directions during 
the task and remained focused for 15-20 minutes. 

Br-� F�., CC,C-SLP 
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